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Structural properties of Fe-C thin films grown by magnetron
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While the Fe-C phase diagram predicts a negligible solubility of carbon in

α-iron at room temperature, large solid solution carbon concentrations are

attained during film growth by magnetron sputtering in a reactive methane

atmosphere. Formation of such highly supersaturated α-iron films remains

poorly understood and their forming conditions are still in controversy. In

this study, as-deposited Fe1-xCx thin films in the composition range 0 < x <

0.4 are investigated. Films stability and structure are strongly dependent on

carbon content and processing conditions. At low carbon content, films

exhibit a nanoscaled structure (supersaturated ferrite, iron carbides),

whereas a fully amorphous state is observed in films containing higher

carbon concentrations. During isothermal annealing, the supersaturated

solid solution decomposes giving rise to the nucleation and growth of

carbides and carbon free ferrite nanosized grains. This work is focused on

the interdependence between processing conditions, composition,

microstructure and phase stability of sputtered carbon rich thin films. And

especially, the issue of the carbon content on the structural properties of

Fe-C thin films is addressed. A detailed characterization of the films

structure has been performed, using X-ray diffraction, Mössbauer

spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy and atom probe

tomography in order to contribute to a better understanding on the origin

and stability of the highly supersaturated state.
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